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Do you know the biggest mistake seniors help to make when downsizing their lives? Everyone you need to
notify of an address switch. The largest mistake seniors make when downsizing is too little organization.
Items will get lost or broken, important documents and records are often misplaced, bills can move unpaid,
mail not really received, and a standard sense of confusion can add to the stress of moving. Whether you
or loved ones are moving anywhere or in the united states you'll likely be: Tackling major living decisions. How
exactly to downsize your closet and still have all of the clothes you will need. Moving is considered a high-
stress existence event: This relocation for seniors could be blended with uncertainty, loneliness, feasible
illness, and a lack of independence. Dealing with belongings; If you are a caregiver or adult kid helping your
mother or father downsize, use this planner to assist you be supportive, assist with choices, and have an
efficient plan. Get your copy of 'Thoreau’s Downsizing Planner for Seniors' now or send someone to
someone which will be downsizing. This is a big 8-1/2 by 11 inches book with 124 webpages! Keep this
planner with you from today and throughout your move and as a assortment of records if ever needed.
Selling, donating, and discarding items. Shutting off and turning on utilities. Stopping providers and starting
services. Changing addresses and notifying everyone. Gathering, arranging and keeping important docs and

records. The list of things you need to shut down or transfer when you move. Thoreau’s Downsizing
Planner for Seniors is designed to help seniors, empty nesters, children or relatives of seniors, and
caregivers get this to move less complicated through guiding information, company and preparing. sorting
through years of family history, organizing, selling, giving way and discarding possessions. You can find simple
to use lists and worksheets for: How to get all your documents and information in order . How to proceed
with vehicles. Because of the many extra decisions to be made for many seniors, downsizing could be more
complex than just moving. How to downsize your belongings and what to do with each item. How and where
to donate items. How exactly to dispose of any household hazardous waste. ‘Thoreau’s Downsizing Planner
for Seniors’ can help make sure you avoid the mistakes that cost seniors period, possessions, and cash, and
cause heartache. And with a myriad of other jobs all on a schedule, this is a formidable challenge for anyone
and actually paralyzing for many individuals. And you can find inspirational quotes by Henry David Thoreau
through the entire publication. Packing and unpacking. You can find LARGE PRINT worksheets, checklists,
and easy fill forms created for each stage of your changeover. Organizing and washing. Complete the to-do
lists, calendars/timelines, ‘notes to personal’, and anything you might ignore. Hiring a moving company.
Organize your downsize!
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That is a Godsend! This book is excellent! Very useful. All of your queries answered in this workbook
information.!). From selling your house to helping you decide what things to toss, hold, donate or sell along
with how to hold your documents safe through the moving procedure (I would have never thought about
that! The eBook carries a link to where one can get helpful forms to help keep you organized. The book in
fact contains them. Taking issues step by step, the author guides you through everything you need to
think about. Thursday's Downsizing Planner for Seniors (By Philip Baker) Exceptional choice for my
downsizing needs. An extremely recommended book! Love all the illustrations of templates, very useful. This
version does not have the forms promised on the cover. Needed Advice and Preparing Guides I need to
begin the process of downsizing and there's a lot of great information in this set of books. East to
Understand. I accidentally found this planner when We was looking for books on downsizing, etc. I ordered
it considering "oh well. If it helps great." Desire I had ordered it earlier! Baker offers you a nice step-by-
step guide filled with questions to consider along with some inspirational quotes from Thoreau.!99 I bought
the Kindle edition for $. I recommend this product. It is a great, easy to read, easy to adhere to planner.
The worksheets are easy to follow and it has a lot of items I have not even thought of in my situation.
waste of $. Highly organized information for anyone! I actually am currently downsizing and found this
book to be very helpful, especially with the lists and worksheets. (In the event that you choose the Kindle

version you can download the worksheets. I highly recommend this readable and an easy task to
understand book. euphemistically known as the planner. Not most of the info on assets is current. I desire
I had this reserve when my mom was alive. He provides useful worksheets to keep you on the right track
as well. Placing the whole downsizing idea in perspective for the whole family. 10 minute read... Thank you,
Amazon, for offering such an excellent self-help book. Needless to say, a few of what in the reserve
doesn't apply to my situation however the majority does.99 and feel that I overpaid. You'll find nothing that
could not have been found free on the web, amid quotes from Thoreau. Also amazing listing of websites for
assets. We are downsizing in place but still used some ideas.. Very Helpful Source for Downsizing! You get
tiny versions of the forms that, again, I truly believe you could see on a blog post about moving. Details is
in a straightforward format. How big is text to distribute to my clients. A resourceful book Informative
and helpful information, love the check lists! Researching the procedure and I'm impressed with this book,
I'm beginning a senior downsizing company and sense this is a valuable resource. A great reference Plenty
of ideas for moving.. Good workbook. Thoroughly researched and an easy task to follow, this book will
probably help you if you need to downsize but are feeling overwhelmed with the tasks involved. Mostly work
sheets that could be helpful. Not absolutely all the information on resources is definitely current such as
spot to get military records. Several typos.
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